Testing Location: Ranum Middle School 2401 W 80th Ave/Denver/80221

Arriving and Departing:
Please arrive 20 minutes early. You will be dismissed from your examination session once everyone has finished.

Please do not schedule appointments or vacations during examination times, as they cannot be rescheduled!

Writing Utensils:
Blue or black ink
Pencils ONLY on scratch paper/notes and Multiple choice tests
NO water based pens or markers; colored pencils or colored ballpoint pens only; no gel rollers

Stuff you can bring:
Water bottle
Good luck charm
Writing utensils

Stuff you can’t bring:
ANYTHING ELSE; no watches that beep, electronics, books, paper, etc.

Calculators:
If you want to use a calculator, you MUST turn yours in to your math teachers prior to the test (they will tell you when). They will then ensure that your calculators are cleared of any “illegal” saved formulas and I will distribute them to you during the test
If you do not do this, you may NOT use a calculator; you cannot simply bring yours to the test

Stuff you need to take seriously:
Testing: sleep, rest, water, good food: the night before, the day of, etc
Timeliness: you CANNOT be late; we will start without you, and you will receive a “no grade” EFFORT: it’s your job to stay motivated, and to TRY. If you give up, you won’t succeed
Using the time provided
Going to your study sessions